
Lesson 1B 
Spanish Cognates 

 
As a native English speaker, you know more Spanish vocabulary than you realize!! 

Both Spanish and English have taken many vocabulary words from Latin as they have 
evolved over the centuries. Also, both languages have borrowed many words from the 
Classical Greek language. So believe it or not, Spanish and English share literally 
thousands of cognates. Cognates are words that are shared by both languages that are 
identical or similar in form and meaning!! 

This will definitely make learning Spanish much easier as you realize how many 
cognates exist between the two languages. Spanish cognates are formed by learning a few 
simple rules and applying them to many of the English words that you already know!! 
Remember that even though these Spanish words look similar to the English words, 
the pronunciation should be different! Watch and listen for the differences as we go 
through this lesson. 

Many cognates are formed by changing one or two letters at the end of the word: 
Remember: Spanish words in bold – English translations in bold and italics 

secreto – secret  medicina – medicine 
información – information  dirección – direction/address 
cliente - client  destino - destiny 
profesor – professor  distancia - distance 
literatura –  literature  familia  - family 

 
This link shows many of the rules for forming a cognate, along with some examples 

of Spanish cognate words. Can you see that your Spanish vocabulary is already bigger 
than you ever could have imagined! As with all links, after reviewing this site, click on 
the “Back (←)” button at the top, left corner of your internet browser to return to this 
page in the EHS site. 

http://www.language-learning-advisor.com/learn-spanish-cognates.html 
 

The following link contains a “Spanish Cognate Dictionary” with thousands of words 
to prove how much Spanish you already know!! You don’t need to read this complete 
dictionary, just explore a bit!! This is a great resource for Spanish cognates! 

http://www.latinamericalinks.com/spanish_cognates.htm 
 

The following link is a quick review of some of the most common rules for forming 
Spanish cognates. You will do the worksheet and quiz at the bottom of this page as 
practice later in this lesson. lesson!!) As with all links, after reviewing this site, click on 
the “Back (←)” button at the top, left corner of your internet browser to return to this 
page in the EHS site. 

http://www.musicalspanish.com/tutorial/cognates.htm 
 

I think this gentleman does a good job of explaining Spanish cognates … and it looks 
like he is recording this video in his car!! 

 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7dIlowpR2jA  

http://www.language-learning-advisor.com/learn-spanish-cognates.html
http://www.latinamericalinks.com/spanish_cognates.htm
http://www.musicalspanish.com/tutorial/cognates.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7dIlowpR2jA


  
 
Most of the words with a common Latin origin have similar enough meanings to be 

very helpful as we learn Spanish, but as in all things, there are some exceptions!! There 
are some Spanish words that look similar to English words but their meanings are 
different. These words are called amigos falsos – false friends. Watch out for some of 
these! 

lectura -  reading (NOT lecture!) 
molesta - bother (NOT molest!) 
embarazada – pregnant (NOT embarrassed!) 
 
Here are a couple of site that list some more “false friends”! As with all links, after 

reviewing this site, click on the “Back (←)” button at the top, left corner of your internet 
browser to return to this page in the EHS site. 

http://spanish.about.com/cs/vocabulary/a/obviouswrong.htm 
http://www.elearnspanishlanguage.com/vocabulary/falsosamigos.html 
 

Summary of Lesson:  Hopefully you have seen in this lesson how many Spanish 
words you already know!! Practice pronouncing the Spanish words using the sounds of 
the Spanish vowels and consonants that you learned in lesson 1A. Memorize the above 
listed “amigos falsos”, as well as any others that you might use incorrectly as you 
translate the words you commonly use while speaking English into Spanish words. 

 
Don’t skip this part of the lessons!!  You should complete as many as you 

individually need for mastery of the lesson materials, but they are not considered to be 
graded assignments. All quizzes and tests that are graded are taken from these 
assignments and assume that you have learned this curriculum.  

Do the assignment and practice quiz at the following site. When finished with each 
activity below, click on the “Back (←)” button at the top, left corner of your internet 
browser until you are returned again to this page in the EHS site. 

http://www.musicalspanish.com/tutorial/cognates.htm 
 
Here are some other great practice exercises and activities. These exercises will help 

you to prepare for the quizzes and tests!! 

http://spanish.about.com/cs/vocabulary/a/obviouswrong.htm
http://www.elearnspanishlanguage.com/vocabulary/falsosamigos.html
http://www.musicalspanish.com/tutorial/cognates.htm


http://www.quia.com/ws/1385904.html  - (Cognates - Word Search) 
http://www.quia.com/mc/1385904.html  - (Cognates – Matching) 
http://www.quia.com/cc/1385904.html   - (Cognates – Concentration) 
http://www.babelnation.com/spanish/courses/01_01_exercc.html  
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